ters offshore of Portugal, which has
been operating since last September.
The plant currently produces up to
2.25 megawatts of electricity, but the
scientists envision deploying arrays
Off Oregon’s rocky coast, sometime
farm is expected to be a 20-megaof larger versions to power a
last September, scientists towed a
watt operation.
25-foot-tall buoy out to sea. Over
Despite the promising technical
townsor even provide up to 1/10 of
several days, the tethered buoy conadvances and the flow of funds, a
Oregon’s energy needs.
verted the energy of coastal waves
number of regulatory obinto pulses of energy. The exerstacles remain. In the U.S.,
cise was an effort to test the outone stumbling block is a
put and durability of the buoy,
permit dispute between the
which is a relatively simple “verFederal Energy Regulatory
tical” wave energy converter and
Commission (FERC) and
one of the newest models to
the Minerals Management
capture this form of renewable
Service (MMS). Among its
energy. It is also the 11th genmany responsibilities, FERC
eration of a 7-kilowatt prototype
inspects and issues licenses
for this technology.
for, as well as monitors the
Whether horizontal, like tradienvironmental effects of,
tional wind turbines that dot
private, municipal, and
windy landscapes, or vertical,
state hydroelectric projects,
like a bouncing pogo stick, these
whereas MMS governs offbuoys are designed for one goal:
shore energy installations,
harnessing energy from the conThis vertical buoy has an outer ring and an inner, capacitorsuch as oil-drilling rigs and
tinuous motion of oceans and
containing core; when pushed up and down by waves, the
other infrastructure. The
rivers. Scientists are receiving
ring creates an electric current in the inner core.
dispute highlights the consignificant amounts of funding
The state of Oregon has invested
flict between states’ sovereignty and
to explore new technologies for wave
millions of dollars in renewable enfederal jurisdictionsissues that have
energy and are making steady
ergy and more than $4 million in
made granting permits to deploy this
progress. But existing social, techniwave energy research alone. This
technology difficult.
cal, and legal obstacles must be
year, the U.S. Department of Energy
Still, the ocean energy industry
overcome before these technologies
announced funding for a Northwest
remains undeterred, says Steve Kopf,
are deployed en masse in oceans.
National Marine Renewable Energy
a consultant with Ocean Power
The buoy tested last fall is one
Center in Oregon. The site will inTechnologies who has assisted in
of several designs from engineer
clude a wave tank and other indoor
moving an offshore Oregon project
Annette von Jouanne’s lab, the
testing facilities, among other rethrough the permit process. HowWallace Energy Systems & Renewsources. To be managed by OSU, the
ever, questions remain over the reliables Facility at Oregon State UniUniversity of Washington, and the
ability of buoy tethers, the cleanup
versity (OSU). In partnership with
National Renewable Energy Laboracosts for buoys that no longer work,
the U.S. Navy and wave energy
tory, the center will receive approxiand other potential environmental
company Columbia Power Techmately $13 million for up to 5 years.
impacts on local fishing communinologies, von Jouanne and her
Meanwhile, two major utilityties and marine ecology.
colleagues designed buoys that
funded projects got the green light
Groups representing fishing comare “point absorbers”, or “direct
earlier this year. The California Pubmunities have voiced concerns over
drive[s]” that move up and down
lic Utilities Commission approved $2
potential impacts on fishermen,
with the waves. The motion runs
million in funding in January for Pacoastal community members, and
“an electric generator directly
cific Gas and Electric to develop a
others who could be affected by
without any mechanical linkages,”
project off the coast of northern Calibuoys in offshore seas. “We are sensays Ted Brekken, an engineer
fornia. In Washington state, the Snositive to issues of occupying tradiand OSU professor on the team.
homish Public Utility District
tional fishing areas, potential
“We were quite happy with the
received funding for a project in Adecological impacts, or beach imresults” of the most recent test, says
miralty Inlet. And all eyes have been
pacts” such as erosion, says Glen
Brekken. The buoy proved to be rotrained on the first full-scale wave
Spain, northwest regional director of
bust in fairly rough seas, he adds.
farm to open, Aguçadoura, 5 kilomethe nonprofit membership organizaFor the new Oregon vertical buoy,
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tion Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s Associations (PCFFA). “And
we are especially concerned about
navigational hazards to boats traversing from one fishing area to the
next,” Spain says.
But PCFFA acknowledges the potential benefits of wave energy,
which include replacements for hydropower dams and fossil fuels, as
well as employment opportunities
for coastal communities’ residents.
As representatives of the fishing
community, “our position on [wave
energy farms] is neither for nor
against, ... but case by case,” says
Spain.
A recent reporthanded to the
Obama transition team at the end of
last year illustrates the efforts of
many stakeholders to communicate
their concerns about wave energy.
Mayors of major cities, such as Gavin
Newsom of San Francisco; utilities

such as Florida Power and Light; and
private-sector and environmental
groups have all signed on to the
“Ocean Renewable Energy” white
paper, sponsored by the nonprofit
Environmental Defense Fund.
Among other things, the document
calls for more federal support for environmental baseline data for these
projects, says Jack Sterne, an environmental lawyer who coauthored
the document and who runs the
consulting firm Rising Tide Strategies. “The government-gathered data
would be in the public domain and
more transparent to all stakeholders,” he says.
These societal and environmental concerns, as well as financial
ones, parallel the history of the
wind energy industry, says Sterne.
Concerns over bird migration corridors, placement of windmills in
public lands, permit issues, and

more have plagued wind energy
projectssjust as marine mammal
and fish migration corridors,
placement of buoys in public
ocean space, permitting, and
more are challenging the implementation of wave energy.
Sterne says that the “essential
catch-22 is that you can’t figure
out [impacts] until you get some
pilot projects in the water. ... You
don’t want to sign off on some
new source [of energy] without
knowing what it’s going to do.”
The current state of the technology, he comments, along with
stakeholder cooperation and environmental groups’ participation,
presents an opportunity to develop wave energy right the first
time.
—NAOMI LUBICK
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